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worse vertical cliffs fell to the black ice of the Diamond Glacier. 
The alternative was to rope down from the ridge of Nelion on to the 
saddle of the Gate of the Mists, but the obvious course was to return 
to the original route on the north side, which was not difficult though 
it looked dangerous. Actually we still had plenty of time in hand to 
complete the ascent of Batian and get back to the hut in daylight in 
good conditions the traverse to the higher peak is not difficult and 
takes no longer than one hour. By this time, however, the druglike 
effect of altitude was asserting itself and all energetic movement was 
a mental as well as a physical effort ; I for one had eaten too much 
iced chocolate on the top of Nelion ! Due chiefly to my bad route 
finding and laziness, therefore, we returned to Nelion and descended 
the mountain, reaching the foot of the rocks at 4·30 P.M. Looking 
back it seems very miserable not to have persevered at Batian when 
condit~ons were so good and I regret it immensely now, but it is 
difficult to appreciate from one's armchair at sea level the apathy which 
the climber feels at 17,ooo ft. It is true that the crossing to Batian 
on nondescript snow and rock rubble is somewhat of an anticlimax after 
the magnificent rock climbing on Nelion, but the fact remains that we 
did not get to the top of Mt. I{enya. 

At the foot of the rocks hot tea in a thermos flask had thoughtfully 
been left for us by Dr. Melhuish's party whom we met shortly after
wards descending from the S.W. ridge of Nelion, scene of attempts 
by Dutton and Me1huish on the peak some twenty years ago. We ran 
down to the Mackinder Valley that evening and reached Nanyuki the 
next day. We had had perfect weather and six days' excellent climbing 
in lovely surroundings. Poor Melhuish's party had no such luck ; 
after two days at the hut one of his companions, Mr. Eric Ray, was 
carried down sick to the head of the Mackinder Valley and died there 
the evening of our return from climbing Nelion; probably ~from heart 
failure. His body was oorried down on a mule the next day to Nanyuki 
and taken to Nyeri the same night. Mrs. Wainwright, of the same 
party, and Major Flowerdew achieved something of a tour de force 
by walking down from the top hut to Nanyuki via the Mackinder 
Valley in one day and then going on to Nyeri by road, arriving there 
about midnight the same day. 
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HAVE little but praise for Captain T. C. Paynter's 'Mountains 
under Deep Snow,' in the November 1945 issue of the ALPINE 
JouRNAL, but it prompts some ·observations. 

The opening paragraphs uphold what I have been trying to say, 
however inadequatt;ly, these many years : ' If British climbers are to 
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enjoy . . . mountaineering with as catho1ic an outlook and range of 
opportunity as the men of other countries, the problem of crossing 

. b ' wtnter snow ... tnust e ... overcome. 
I will go, and in fact have often gone, much further to assert that 

the really complete mountaineer must have a thorough understanding 
of winter snow before he can justly lay claim to that title. Take the 
case of l\1ount Everest : I wonder how often Mr. Smythe must have 
blessed his very extensive winter experience when assessing, and 
successfully avoiding, the dangers of avalanches below the North Col. 
A. summer mountaineer, until well initiated, would have been under 
serious handicap in those conditions in fact history has more than 
once pointed to this. But not only in such an extreme case: I have 
myself come across severe and dangerous winter conditions on Alpine 
summer mountains (and who has not ?) and have realised with satis
faction that long experience of winter snow ha~, at the lowest estimate, 
been useful. 

Captain Paynter goes on to discuss the merits of various types of 
ski and snow shoe for combined movement on snow and rock. When 
a peak rising from its surrounding snowfields has to be climbed and a 
traverse of the mountain is not necessary, there is nothing so suitable 
and enjoyable as ordinary mountaineering ski ; suitable because 
nothing is safer on crevassed, snow-covered glaciers than ski of good 
length, and enjoyable because only on such ski can the full joys of 
downhill running be experienced. But, as Captain Paynter says, 
ordinary ski cannot be carried on a long and difficult climb on account 
of their clumsiness, and folding ski, while obviating this defect, are 
usually heavy and if not heavy treacherous ; at least that was my 
experience before the war. 

Snow shoes in my view are not suitable in really mountainous 
regions except under conditions not very commonly met with there ; 
in particular they are quite hopeless on. any kind of traverse. I do 
not think they will ever become popular outside North America. 
When therefore conditions occur where a mode of ' conveyance to the 
upper slopes ' is necessary and ordinary ski are not favoured, another 
alternative must be found. Captain Paynter rather sweepingly dis
misses in a few words the whole range of ' summer ski.' The term 
summer ski usually denotes a type of miniature ski which are generally 
open to the objection that they ' produce fresh problems of balance and 
self-adjustment which cause extra fatigue and loss of time.' But 
there is one design of short ski (for which I am responsible) that 
requires literally no skill at all. 

Experience under very exacting conditions has shown them to have 
excellent features, although admittedly within certain limits. They 
have about the same superficial area as ordinary mountaineering ski 
and there is therefore no greater tendency to sink in to deep or crusted 
snow than with the ordinary variety. They differ, however, from all 
other types of summer ski in being a good deal broader. The exact 
measurements are not available as I write, but roughly speaking the 
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length is half and the breadth double that of ordinary ski. Owing 
to their shortness they can be made of much thinner wood than the 
standard article and consequently have about half the weight. 

They possess other special features : the under side of each ski is 
covered by two parallel lengths of plush with the nap of one length 
facing forward, the other back. These permanently affixed 'skins' 
prevent both back and forward slip, so that progress consists of a 
sort of easy shuffie not unlike that of a snow shoe, although much more 
effortless owing to the smaller breadth. On steep downhill snow 
slopes, which can of course be taken much straighter than with un
skinned ski, I have found that an action not far removed from glissading 
is great fun. Naturally ski of this kind, from which all normal pleasure 
of downhill running has been removed, are only intended for strictly 
utilitarian purposes. They have proved, themselves of real value for 
expeditions and research work and I am sure would justify themselves 
for purposes of pure conveyance to higher regions as mentioned by 
Captain Paynter. On many occasions, five or six come to mind 
instantly, I have equipped friends with these ski, people who could 
not ski at all, and they have straightway manreuvred successfully and 
then departed for long or short treks without any previous experience 
whatever. This, I think, disposes of Captain Paynter's apprehension 
that departure from orthodoxy entails the solving of ' fresh problems 
of balance.' 

On steep traverses of soft snow the breadth of the ski is not great 
enough to cause any difficulty. For hard snow they possess perma
nently fitted snow blades (Harsteisen) of special design, and these 
form claws which grip firmly. If such slopes are not too steep, the 
slight flexing of the ankles is of no account. On very steep, glassy 
traverses no form of ski or snow shoe is safe, but in that event these ski 
are handy to take off and can then be slung over the shoulder. Their 
great disadvantage for glacier \Vork lies in their shortness which makes 
crevasses a more considerable danger than when the weight is dis
tributed over greater length. 

Capt~in Paynter's remarks on boots for mountaineering and skiing 
call for one final observation : I use a boot of special design made· for 
me in Tyrol (how eagerly I shall bend my steps to the Annens.trasse 
at Innsbruck when the happy time comes) which is little if at all 
heavier and certainly no clumsier than a climbing boot. It has a 
lightly studded rubber sole, but in addition there are tricouni nails at 
the toe and all round the margins of sole and heel. They are so arranged 
that the sole makes firm and continuous contact with the footplate of 
the ski, which of course is absolutely essential. I believe that these 
boots have solved the difficulty for all except perhaps the more exacting 
conditions. I should be very pleased to give more details to any 
member who sees advantage in these suggestions, although much of 
my equipment has been destroyed by fire in its Alpine repository. 
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